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Introduction
Well, along with the series of essays exposed on this website, and especially along with the many previously
released essays in the sub-series with the title … THE TRUE BIBLICAL STORY DECIPHERED …, it was just
confirmed that something is very, very fishy in the Biblical Story which is presented to us. Many big scams
were discovered so far, denoting some are still waiting for us to be revealed. It is clear now, there is some very
obvious tendency to twist and to manipulate the original story flow. It is obvious, Biblical texts which we know
do not talk about the historical Jesus. Biblical texts expose some other Jesus, the theological Jesus. The
question is now why would we have any interest in this invented theological Jesus when we know that the real
one was walking on Earth in these so-called Biblical times? Indeed, why wouldn't we focus on the historical
Jesus only? Thus, as it seems, in some stage of our history, the Bible story was turned upside down, it became
a political pamphlet, and due to that, the Bible itself, it simply does not reflect the true historical events.
First of all, after deciphering The Star of Bethlehem, the real birth time of Jesus was revealed, and then, it was
additionally discovered that he had a twin brother whose name was Judah. Quite strikingly, it was shown they
are both offshoots of the royal family of King Herod the Great, which changes many things. However, at the
same time, that fact explains many things. It was also discovered that the one who was crucified on Thursday,
April 4, 30 C.E., was not Jesus. Instead, it is now clear that his twin brother Judah took this heavy burden on
himself, so a sort of conspiracy was done to hide and protect Jesus himself.1
Now we also know who was Prophet John the Baptist. By having insight into his natal chart, it was shown he
was 31 years older than Jesus and Judah, and that he was running his very famous Academy-Ashram firstly in
Jerusalem, and later on in Alexandria, in Egypt. Besides, it was shown that Jesus spent 18 years in the
mentioned Academy-Ashram of John.
Furthermore, it is very obvious that the story of two boys, twin brothers Judah and Jesus, as well as many
other Biblical themes, are deeply embedded into artworks of many medieval and Renaissance artists,
especially painters. Some of such cases I already elaborated in my essays, and it was easy to observe that the
name of … the Leonardo da Vinci … is popping up in a very strong way. It seems, he is trying to tell us how the
original story was going on, and what really did happen at that Biblical time. As it seems, he is trying to tell us
what was happening with the real, with the historical Jesus.
Indeed, does Leonardo narrate the true Biblical Story?
The just exposed formulation sounds so good, and it provoked me to immediately make the decision that this
will be the title of the entire essay. There is no better formulation to be found.
Well, there is only one way to answer the above-mentioned question, and that is, to scrutinize the entire
work of Leonardo, or, at least his most famous masterpieces. And this is exactly what we are going to do
along with this essay.

1 Please find the links to the previous writings in this serial at the end of this essay. To follow comfortably this essay, it is of great
importance to be familiar with previous essays as well.
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Does Leonardo narrate the true Biblical Story?
Just to say, I do not know much about art. Well, I do not know much about history either. However, I think I
can, and I am capable to connect a few clues. Therefore, in this elaboration, we shall carefully go around the
discussion about sophisticated and profound painting techniques, perspectives, painting modes … sfumato …
etc … etc … We should also go around many school books on history because simply, they can take us on the
wrong way. They will simply not be useful in the endeavor we are planning to accomplish. Thus, let us be
focused on the meaning and symbols only. In fact, at first, among all Leonardo's paintings, my focus was
narrowed toward only a few masterpieces. For instance, one painting is entitled … St. John the Baptist.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St._John_the_Baptist_%28Leonardo%29

Let us explore this painting a little bit, because this is our topic right now. There is a big debate about this
painting still going on. They say, it is very unusual and almost like a blasphemy to depict great Saint John the
Baptist in this way. Well, this is actually true. The only thing … this is not John. According to my opinion, this is
not John the Baptist. This is somebody else. Who could that possibly be? Just not to go around … This is Jesus
himself! And what is he doing? What is he showing? He is exposing the index finger of the right hand, just as
we show the way toward somewhere or someone. This is being called … John gesture …, it is very well known
in the art and science, and especially in Leonardo’s work, it is repeated several times.

The picture is taken from LeonardoDaVinci.net
http://www.leonardodavinci.net/st-john-the-baptist.jsp
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The entire story of the painting, according to the official point of view, indicates this is St. John the Baptist as a
forerunner of Jesus, and showing that Jesus is just supposed to come. From where? From Heaven! Because,
the index finger is appointed toward Sky … toward Heaven. Or, another meaning could possibly be, they say,
John the Baptist is emphasizing the importance of baptizing.
I think this is the wrong reading of the meaning. First of all, this is not John the Baptist, this is Jesus. And now
… if Jesus shows John's gesture, what is he trying to say? He is just trying to say … I am with John the Baptist
… or … I am going to join John the Baptist … or … I was with John the Baptist …
They say this is the last painting of Leonardo, or maybe one of the lasts, or, perhaps his last major painting. He
made it in the later period of his life, along with finishing some other unfinished paintings. This one also,
according to the story, he had started long before, but he finished it while being in Paris with the French King.
He enjoyed the protection of the French King, being far from Rome and the Vatican, and he felt free and safe
to finalize the story he is narrating. This is the time when he was ready to expose the final truth of the Bible,
but he couldn’t do that openly anyway. He coded it into his paintings, not in one only, but all of them. If we
scrutinize all these paintings, we can easily find out that most of his works are having a biblical background.
He is talking about the Bible. He is narrating the Bible. But, he is narrating his way, he is narrating the True
Bible, not this false one. He is talking about true Biblical events. And this last painting called … St. John the
Baptist … is the key to read all other paintings, because, this is one of the two crucial scams of the existing
Bible. In order to hide completely the role of John the Baptist, and the tremendous knowledge and wisdom he
gave out, they had modified the complete story, saying that Jesus and John were of the same age, and where
Jesus was during these years, they left to be completely unclear. Therefore, painting with the name “St. John
the Baptist” is the key to read out all other paintings of Leonardo. This game already did start with the naming
of paintings. Some of them, but mostly all actually, are carrying completely wrong names. That was
Leonardo’s trick to hide the real meaning, because, real meaning was not to be seen on a superficial level.
That is the most hidden secret of the Vatican … and it is so dangerous to come even close. Many people have
been burnt at stake just if there were some indications they are coming close to know what really had
happened in Biblical times. No need to emphasize the infamous inquisition order was established exactly
because of that reason. That means the real meanings of Leonardo’s paintings are left to be riddle, enigma,
and puzzle; to be intriguing for all generations to come, all until Humanity will be ready for real meaning,
when people will be ready to understand what really did happen, to be ready for the True Story of the Bible.
They also say that the version of the painting shown above is not the original one. They claim somebody
added the robe and the cross afterward. They say the original painting was showing only Jesus without the
robe and the cross, focus is completely on the Jesus, with all light only on him, or coming from him, and
surrounded entirely with darkness. Indeed, if we analyze the light on this painting, where it does come from?
The room is only partially lit on, the light in the corners is dimmed, but there is a lot of light there definitely
because we see the main actor very clearly. But there are no shadows on the wall to see from where the light
is coming out. Indeed, where is the source of the light? Or, better to ask, what is the source of the light? If we
watch carefully, we find out that Jesus himself is the source of light in this painting. And this is exactly what
Jesus is literally and symbolically supposed to be … The Light in the Darkness … Therefore, exposed robes and
cross are added in some later stage, this is becoming very clear. Nevertheless, even with this, the depiction of
John the Baptist is very problematic, not even to talk about depicting him without the robe and the cross. It is
obvious that “holy fathers” did understand the proper meaning of that painting at some later stage, and they
tried to camouflage the real message entirely.
Another very striking thing, is the very face of Jesus. First of all, his age is undefined totally. It can be thirty
years of age, but it can also be an early teenage. And this is exactly the point. Leonardo couldn’t depict John in
his early stage directly, because, this age is meaningless for John. However, this age is very meaningful for
Jesus. And this is the reason the age is so undefined. This is more likely to be a young boy who is saying I am
going to join John the Baptist. Furthermore, the face is almost the same as the face of the Mona Lisa,
including this famous enigmatic smile. Such kind of similarity is transmitted only between children and
parents, throughout the genetic heritage.
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And now we are coming to the crucial point. The thing is, for some time I had my own dilemmas who is
depicted on that famous painting with the name … Mona Lisa. Yes indeed, it took me some time to find out
the ultimate truth. We could be easily misled with so many opinions and so many options. This essay will
show and present the entire evolution of the idea itself. It is definitely not so simple, and there are some
twists in the story.
Well, initially, I was thinking that the lady in this famous painting called Mona Lisa … is … his … Mother. I was
thinking that Leonardo is narrating about his real mother. This is to say, this is possibly about Leonardo’s real
mother. As we know from history books, only father is being mentioned fully, as very important … and so on
… and so on … In Leonardo’s biography Mother was totally neglected and faded out. Almost as not being
mentioned. A peasant of low status, entirely unimportant, and he, Leonardo, was separated from her in very
early childhood, when he was about five, or maybe even earlier. I truly believe something is missing there,
something is hidden there. However, what would lead us toward the conclusion this is possibly his mother,
and what is the connection to Jesus?

The picture was taken from LeonardoDaVinci.net
http://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-mona-lisa.jsp
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This is really a good question, which is actually forcing us to extend our research even further on. First of all,
we need to expose some new revelations on Mona Lisa, but we rather go a little bit around and let some
other things be exposed before analyzing the Mona Lisa entirely.
Before anything else, one thing should be explained, and this is the fact that except genetic similarities, which
are being transmitted through genes, there are also physical similarities transmitted from life to life. They call
that … bio-metric similarities …, and this is a quote I’ve taken from one book …
… bio-metric markers that are transmitted from one incarnation to the next … These mainly consist of facial
similarities. In other words, the shape and proportion of the face remain consistent from lifetime to lifetime though
the skin complexion and the appearance of the teeth may vary greatly.

That means same soul, different lives, but facial or other body similarities are exposed and being very clear. I
think we all have heard about, media is full of such kind information. I’ve mentioned it because this will be
needed soon.
We can try to explain that from the point of view of the Vedic Astrology-Jyotish as well. Basically, such
similarities transmitted from life to life are there due to the similarities in natal charts. What we are not aware
of on our daily level, is the fact that we carry certain problems, wishes and desires, certain aims to achieve
something, and many other things, we carry that from life to life. This is where these planets-grahas come
into the game. Outer physical planets are just symbols. They are not doing anything. Just symbols. But there
are devatas associated with them, and this is something we are being born with. These devatas, grahas, are
within us already, we are born with them, and they will deliver to us certain influences depending on our
aims, desires, but on previously produced actions as well. They will deliver us our Karma. Sanskrit word …
graha … denotes exactly this, it denotes the devata behind the planet, and the physical planet itself. Both.
Thus, when we say graha and planet, from the profound and esoteric point of view, this is not the same. The
planet is only the physical body, which becomes the symbol, but it is a deity behind, which is enormously
powerful, as we could have noticed already, and they, grahas, saying in the plural, they do deliver
predetermined and predestined influences to us. They do deliver influences according to the natal chart, and
when we leave this body, they will disappear as well, and then we are again born with them, but in some new
combinations, with some new natal chart. Therefore, such combinations of grahas and their influences, they
last only for one life. That means that certain patterns of natal charts are repeating from life to life as well,
and exactly this point I have been using to generate natal charts of historical figures. If we know the natal
chart of one incarnation, we can easily find out many incarnations of the same soul, whosoever that soul is,
human in reincarnation cycle, or devata of avataric nature, who comes to assist on the Evolution mission
itself. This is just one very simple explanation. Of course, there is more to say about, but that would exceed
the purpose of this essay. Thus, it is simple, but it is complex as well. A lot of radically new knowledge is
needed to comprehend everything.
Back to Leonardo now.
There is another painting by Leonardo, named … The Virgin and Child with St. Anne … Thus, at first, let’s see
who is St. Anne? The name itself is derived from Hebrew … Hannah … with meaning … “favor” or “grace”. The
fact is that not all sources are coherent about this character, and not all branches of Christianity recognize
her. Furthermore, she is not mentioned in canonical gospels. History books made by “historians” would say
this is the mother of the Virgin Marry, and due to that, she is the grandmother of Jesus. But I do not think this
is the case. I think this is the real mother of Jesus, who is coming from the court of King Herod the Great. As
we are discussing real Biblical stories these days, we were focused so much on Herod the Great, and the great
role he played in these events. Absolutely no any doubt about his role. But what about the mother? What
about the real mother of Jesus? Who is she, who was she? Luckily we know the answer to this question now.
Obviously, she was the wife of Herod the Great. She was a queen. What is her name? Her name was …
Malthace. Actually, Herod the Great had about ten wives, and many children, but, as it seems … Malthace
was his long term wife, whom King Herod married about 28. B.C.E. Let’s say she was about 20 at that time, so
in 4. B.C.E. she might have been about 40 years of age. Interestingly, she also died in 4. B.C.E., just as King
Herod did himself.
6

The picture is taken from LeonardoDaVinci.net
http://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-virgin-and-child-with-saint-anne.jsp

Furthermore, let us see now what Leonardo is trying to tell us along with this painting.
I think the symbolic meaning of this painting is clearer than any other. We see baby Jesus, with small but very
beautiful and nicely exposed curly hair, who grasped a lamb firmly. One remark; some commentators have
exposed, Jesus is playing with lamb, and Virgin Marry is trying to restrain him. This is a little bit twisted
meaning, or very superficial, so to say, because, the lamb symbolizes the Truth, the Innocence. Somebody
would say it symbolizes sins. This is true in a way, because a lack of true values, lack of true knowledge, will
force people to make sins, but it is the Truth at the core of this problem.
I will never forget a nice story exposed by one interesting person, who was teaching in Africa, and on one
lecture there was a discussion about Innocence, and who is innocent? …. Who is innocent? … This is the
question he raised. The one who is not guilty!! - an answer came from some very young and innocent
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student. And this is actually true. Innocent are those who are established in Truth and do not violate natural
laws and do not commit sins. Thus, sinners are not innocent, so to say.
We can go even further on and consider the situation if the Truth is being lost. What if the Truth is lost totally
and entirely? Well … then Evolution Force is blocked, and the one who is running this Evolution doesn’t have
any other choice than to press the reserve button, what will explode everything, and to start everything from
the very beginning. But this takes time, so such scenarios are supposed to be avoided as much as it is possible,
and luckily that hasn’t been happening so often. Nevertheless, there are other scenarios to prevent such
happenings. Because Evolution Force always finds the way. Indestructible Force of Evolution will always find
its way. Thus, in the world of duality, the struggle for the Truth is becoming the basic story of the Evolution
Force. After all, Jesus is also being called … The Truth of the World. And not only that, he was supposed to
fight for the Truth. And this is exactly what he did.
Thus, Jesus had grasped the Truth very firmly, and not allowing it to fall, to fall into the abyss. Because, where
this scene is being played on? It is happening just at the edge of the abyss! Just on the brink of an abyss! The
lamb is already without any support, it looks like almost doesn’t have any link to the firm ground. It is there
only because Jesus is holding it strongly. And what about Jesus? He is just close to falling as well. Just by the
heavy efforts of Marry, he is not falling down. And Marry is supported by another woman. Thus, these two
women are in mortal danger, in grave danger they are, and still, they are still supporting and helping Jesus to
save the Truth. Marry is sitting in the lap of the other woman, and superficial meaning is they are related, like
mother and daughter, and even the title of the painting indicates that, and all is based on an idea that Virgin
Marry is the daughter of St. Anne. But they are not related! This is the trick of Leonardo. If we watch carefully
we shall see there is a veil between them. And what is the color of the veil? The color and the structure of the
veil with many crags are almost completely the same as mountains in far distance background behind, and
this symbolizes … separation. Marry does seat in the lap of that woman, but they are not connected, they are
not in the same lineage at all. And we see that the near background is very different from the distant
background. The front plane which is dark and brownish can represent the material world, the far distant
plane is sky bluish, almost transcendental. And the change, the transition, is not melting softly. There is no
sfumato effect there. The change is sudden, almost abrupt. And there is a river in between. This is the River of
Life, which along with many other things, carries souls from life to life. This river doesn’t have any bridge, so
these are completely different worlds. But there is a bridge anyway. Queen Lady is the Bridge, or, both
women form the bridge; the bridge for Jesus to come. Furthermore, the complete scene in the front is
configured in a pyramidal perspective. The pyramid symbolizes hierarchy, ruling force … and this other
woman is obviously on the top of the pyramid … she is the Queen. She has a kind of scarf entwined around
her head, what looks like a sort of crown, and it looks like there is a tiara there. Tiara especially symbolizes a
queen. She is a Queen. But the Crown and the Tiara, they are black. And the smile and look in her eyes … she
is looking on baby Jesus with motherly love. But, they are far … they are separated. And now we even see that
she is possibly not alive anymore. Why? The Queen Malthace had somehow finished her life in these
turbulent days. She did not survive, just the same as King Herod the Great did not survive as well. This is very,
very indicative to me. And we see that real mother of Jesus, the Queen Malthace … she is somehow embraced
with this light bluish haze color of the mountains behind. Even her face is reflecting this color … and it seems
this is some other world … this is like Heaven … Queen Lady is … as that she is watching from Heaven. And
then, not only that she is the capstone of the pyramid, she formed the base of the pyramid as well, she is the
foundation of that Pyramid. And her feet are exposed and highlighted drastically. It is she who is representing
this archetypal motherly, always balancing and always nourishing feminine energy.
Frankly, I am personally very happy that Queen Mother has found the way toward our days, and it is being
celebrated even if this is under the completely another name; under the name of … St. Anna.
The allegory of the bluish and almost transparent veil can be considered a different way as well. As I am
writing this text, and researching, and watching on this painting for a long … to find some other hidden
meanings … it seems to me as that this veil is an offshoot of the River of Life, and by being so, it is connecting
the womb of Queen Lady, and the womb of Virgin Marry … both of them … with Jesus … and that means they
both could have been mothers of Jesus … of course, in different appearances … They are actually both
connected with Jesus very much.
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One foot of the Virgin Marry is also visible and emphasized very much. Thus, these three feet are as three
pillars. Furthermore, Jesus is leaned on and supported by the second and invisible leg and foot of the Virgin
Marry, and he, Jesus himself, is the fourth pillar of The Truth. Here again, he is emphasizing this extraordinary
feminine energy which is on the basis of everything, and which is irreplaceable in keeping the right direction
of the Evolution Force just by saving the Truth. That Feminine energy represents three pillars in the structure
of the Evolution Force, while Jesus is representing the fourth pillar.
Finally, the Queen Mother had saved the baby Jesus, just by the act of passing him to another Mother, and
these two women have saved the world by their definitely heroic act. They made it possible for Jesus to come,
and at that moment all differences between them are melted. There is absolutely no importance in their
origin. Queen or Commoner … Commoner or Queen … it doesn’t matter anymore. This is just this motherly
feminine braveness and determination to do the right things, to be righteous. They are equally heroic. One
gave birth and disappeared from the scene, another took the newborn baby, and continued the fight
throughout the forest of the dualistic world. Because Jesus was always in danger … the Truth is always in
danger. Always! Especially in such Dark Age we just passed through, where negative energy is predominant, it
is always very destructive, and for positives, this is definitely a very challenging time. And this is where
Leonardo is paying homage to those two women who actually saved the world. And through them, he is
addressing all women and all mothers. This is where Leonardo is glorifying this motherly feminine energy,
always caring, always loving … always balancing … always nourishing motherly feminine energy, without
which this world would have collapsed long ago.
I was personally thinking about the heroic character of those two women, and how grateful we should all be
for everything that they have been doing. And there is never enough of words to express our feelings about.
And this is where we are coming back to Mona Lisa. Because there again Leonardo is paying homage to his
Mother. To his mother, who probably played a very important role, but mother who is totally rejected,
suppressed by the “historians” and most probably by her own family, and also most probably, she would be in
the same situation even today if she would be around. She would not be understood properly, and would be
suppressed by this men made world based on domination and control. The true feminine energy is still
entrapped today, and shaped by men for the purpose of control, domination, and manipulation. Hopefully,
this will change soon, and the true feminine energy will find its way.
Anyhow, our story is far from being finished. And here this is now the place and time where we need to
connect many things. The face of Queen Lady is absolutely the same as with Jesus on the painting … St. John
the Baptist. And not only that. This face and smile are absolutely the same as the Mona Lisa smile. And curls
are there; curly hair, they all have curly hair. They all have these curls; baby Jesus, Queen Lady, Jesus on St.
John the Baptist painting, and Mona Lisa. Interesting indeed!
But there is a difference of about 1.500 years! Yes, this is true. But this is the same mother anyway. The
Queen Mother is the same as Mona Lisa because this is not Mona Lisa. The person in the “Mona Lisa” painting
doesn’t have anything to do with Lisa Gherardini, what was her maiden name, or La Giaconda as she was
known after getting married.2 In this game of names, meanings, and symbols, no any painting of Leonardo, at
least in this collection we have mentioned, is having the proper name. So, this is the same mother … the same
great soul … who has been the mother of Jesus many times. And because the River of Life is taking her further
on and on … and exposing her, we can locate her as a mother of Pharaoh Akhenaten … and even further back
in time … to be the mother of King Rama and Lord Krishna. This is really a great soul! In fact, she is a Goddess.
She is Goddess Durga.
And now, the circle is closed. Leonardo is silently whispering … I WAS JESUS …. I AM JESUS … Because, he was.
This is the same incarnation line.
As I am doing this research, it is quite research actually, I stumbled on the fact that model for the Jesus in the
painting … St. John the Baptist … was Salai, his assistant, and disciple for a long time. There are many stories
2 Please note that this is an essay about how the research was done. The essay itself is facing some dramatic turnovers along with each
new discovery. Later on it will be proved that Mona Lisa definitely has something to do with Lisa Gherardini …
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about the nature of this relation. But after all, same as in some other cases, we see they must have been
blood-related. Salai could have been Leonardo’s brother, half-brother, or even his own son. We simply do not
know all the circumstances yet. We do not know enough. Nevertheless, he was killed in a duel just a few years
after Leonardo had passed away. This is very interesting indeed.
This is where again I need to mention another similar twist of “historians”. Wherever our “historians” saw
blood related expression of love connected with any Vishnu incarnation, they applied homosexual
relationships. We see that in all stories … Cyrus the Great … Alexander the Great … Shakespeare … Leonardo …
and even Tesla … Very interesting, isn’t it!” It seems our “historians” know real history very well, but
intentionally, and on the very perfidious way, they are corrupting names of Vishnu incarnations, and the
Vishnu himself.
The very face of the Mona Lisa is probably having more meanings. It is so complex. It is most probably
combining and fusing several faces, and several persons together. I would even say … it shows … The Jesus
Dynasty. One meaning is very certain. Mother. But, it could also be his partner lady and even his daughter.
The statement that this painting doesn’t have anything to do with Lisa Gherardini shouldn’t be taken literally.
It must be she is connected somehow as well.
For the purpose of deep research on this topic, I was supposed to comprehend many other things, thus I will
mention some very interesting links …
A few years ago, Carla Glori, an Italian historian of art, exposed the book about her revelations. She claims
that based on the background of the Mona Lisa, she discovered the same valley, with almost the same bridge
and meandering road, and it is located close to the town of Bobbio near Piacenza in the North of Italy.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/culture/art/art-news/8249386/Mona-Lisa-landscape-location-mystery-solved.html

There is a famous library there, which Leonardo visited many times. At a certain moment, the famous writer
Hemingway had visited this valley and proclaimed it as the most beautiful valley in the world. One film
according to the story of Umberto Eco was filmed there in Abbey of Bobbio. And Carla Glori even claims she
knows the name of the lady who was actually a model for the Mona Lisa. Very worthy to explore this.
Beautiful story. Maybe it’s possible. As I said, it is plausible that Mona Lisa is not only one person. There are
some clues that even Leonardo is trying to highlight this fact, just there in this very same painting … The Mona
Lisa. I was fascinated with the story about the connection of sacred geometry and the Mona Lisa painting.
Actually, this is an amazing story. It was given out under the title … Mona Lisa's Secrets — da Vinci's Sacred
Geometry — Subliminal Messages and the Mona Lisa …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rgq9SsqdyQA

From this phenomenal short story, we can observe that Leonardo used sacred geometry to expose some
subliminal messages. He is using a circle, which is the Holy Grail of sacred geometry, as they use to say.
Number three is being exposed as well, which can indicate three personalities embedded into this painting.
But, it also can be that the painting itself has something to do with the Holy Grail itself.
This is the link to the nice National Geographic story within the serial Ancient X Files … The Mona Lisa Code …
In fact, this is just a trailer …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MPmxDQr3kAo

Then somehow, just as the year 2015, was coming to the end, one absolutely extraordinary documentary
surfaced. This is … The Secrets of the Mona Lisa …
https://www.theguardian.com/tv-and-radio/2015/dec/10/the-secrets-of-the-mona-lisa-review-is-this-really-the-story-of-thecentury
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AliOFIObjaA
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The picture is taken from … The Secrets of the Mona Lisa … documentary by BBC.

This is an absolutely stunning documentary in BBC production, in the presentation of the … Andrew GrahamDixon. I couldn’t believe my eyes and my ears. The documentary just revealed all that I was searching for for
so long. It exposed some points I've missed. After all, it did reveal what civilization have been searching for for
so long as well. It reveals the true identity of the Mona Lisa. It seems the true identity of the Mona Lisa is
finally revealed!
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/secrets-mona-lisa-forensic-examination-unlocks-historys-most-enigmatic-work-art-1532901

Actually, on December 8, 2015, French scientist Pascal Cotte held a press conference in Shanghai, with the
claim that the true identity of the Mona Lisa is finally deciphered. In fact, he invented the method for
photographic scanning of the painting based on the different frequency of the light, the so-called Layer
Amplification Method (LAM), in order to see layer by layer what is beneath the surface. He could see and
analyze very clearly every possible layer of paint beneath the superficial visible one. What came out is actually
a stunning revelation that beneath the existing and visible superficial layer, there are two additional layers,
two more complete pictures.
http://www.apollo-magazine.com/the-missing-mona-lisa/

They say this is the original Mona Lisa … The Lisa Gherardini … the wife of … the Francesco del Giocondo …,
rich silk merchant. It seems the portrait was ordered, it was produced, but it was never delivered to the
customer. Later on, it was repainted with the Mona Lisa we know, and what we can see in the Louvre
Museum in Paris.
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The picture is taken from the … The Secrets of the Mona Lisa … documentary by BBC.

Furthermore, there is another surprise in the form of … Isleworth Mona Lisa … which is also declared as the
authentic work of Leonardo.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isleworth_Mona_Lisa
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The picture is taken from ...
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8c/Isleworthml.JPG

Along with all these exposed facts, we see that Mona Lisa was kind of muse for Leonardo, he portrayed her
during his entire life. That means, she played a very important role in his life. As we know now that along with
his complete work he narrates the True Biblical Story, I just wonder if this is perhaps one of the Biblical
characters as well. Like Mary Magdalene for instance, the long missing wife of Jesus!? It seems to me, one of
these portraits should belong to Mary Magdalene! It definitely should. Imagine the shock for many produced
by the fact that from the walls of the Louvre Museum in Paris possibly the wife of Jesus is watching on people.
Is this the reason she was painted and produced to be so enigmatic? Is this the reason she is intriguing the
Humanity for so long?
Therefore, we see now that through the work of Leonardo, the real … the true Biblical story is coming out.
As it seems he does narrate the true Biblical story. The titles of all paintings are mixed up heavily, just to
confuse and to trick the Inquisition, and to avoid possible consequences for exposing the truth.
Nevertheless, the story is not finished yet.
I was just thinking about the idea of how Prophet John the Baptist was closely connected with the entire story
and was just wondering if there is something else that I missed so far.
The fact is that Leonardo after we are now clear that he is narrating the real Biblical Story, and after we
discovered who Prophet John the Baptist really was, the fact is that he actually did expose John the Baptist
himself. And here he is … in all his magnificence … simple … and as the embodiment of the pure knowledge
itself …
This is Prophet John the Baptist …
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The picture is taken from LeonardoDaVinci.net
http://www.leonardodavinci.net/self-portrait.jsp

The text accompanying the painting is remarkable and very indicative as well, so I will be free to quote it
below …
This self-portrait was painted in 1512 using red chalk, when Leonardo da Vinci was 50 and living in France. The original
painting measures 33.3 x 21.3 cm (13 1/8 x 8 3/8 in). It is now held in the magnificent collection of the Biblioteca Reale,
Turin.
Leonardo da Vinci's thinking about the power of the artist can also furnish the clue to the famous enigmatic selfportrait in red chalk. It has often been remarked that on it the master looks older than his age - he can have been only
about sixty when he made this drawing - and in consequence some critics have doubted whether it is a likeness of
himself. Other good reasons apart, however, this portrait perfectly fits the role in which Leonardo had cast himself. A
venerable old man with a long white beard, the severe eyes shaded under bushy brows, was the traditional type for
representing philosophers, prophets and also God. Nobody would suggest seriously, of course, that Leonardo has
drawn himself consciously in the semblance of the Almighty, but we must remember his claim that the painter
contends with nature and that painting is related to God. This imposing sage who seems to have come from some
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other world has something of the indefinable mien of a magus, of a one who through discovering the laws of the
universe knows how to manipulate them.

The text is already exposing some doubts this is Leonardo’s self-portrait. Many commentaries have been done
to emphasize exactly that point. Maybe my small humble elaboration can give additional fuel to this
discussion. Because, as I’ve mentioned before, through his paintings and masterpieces, Leonardo is narrating
the real Biblical Story, the True Biblical Story. All paintings should be taken into account, but some paintings
just make a collection and cannot be deciphered without each other.
Anyway, now we have another problem. How Leonardo possibly could have known about an image of John
the Baptist? Well, first of all, Leonardo could possibly have had some deeper insights or past lives memory
flashbacks, and could possibly see him directly. It seems he had some psychic abilities. According to all that
what we see from the life of Leonardo, and the way he achieved all that what he achieved, he was established
in higher states of consciousness, like Cosmic Consciousness for instance. Only then such brilliancy can be fully
explained. This is one option. Another option is that he did know about past life regression as well. And the
third option is an assumption that somewhere it did survive some sketch of John the Baptist, just as a real
sketch from that ancient time. Even today, Vatican libraries are silently storing so many files and documents,
books, and all other worthy material, and some could most probably date even to the very early days of
Christianity, including days of Jesus and John the Baptist. Leonardo was in some way very closely connected
with the Church, and possibly he could come to the possession of such sketch, or just borrowing it for some
time. He did this painting when he was about fifty. That was close to entitle it … Self-portrait … and
camouflage it heavily by doing so. But, as we know now, this is not Leonardo, this is John the Baptist.
They say that Leonardo used Hermeticism a lot. Of course, he did because Hermeticism is so universal
knowledge. It is all-inclusive, comprehending all disciplines, and offering a holistic view of the world around
us. It combined together the knowledge about healing and preserving health, what is actually at the base of
every natural system of healing … the prevention.3 All systems tuned with Natural Law do expose
predominantly the knowledge of how not to become diseased. Furthermore, Hermeticism combined together
astronomy and astrology, which at that time were still considered as one unique discipline. Also, Hermeticism
offered complete knowledge about the Alchemy. It offered knowledge about Ether-Akasha, and how to use it
in daily life in order to uplift the level of consciousness and general well-being as well. These were only some
practical exposures of that holistic and unique approach. But it also offered a complete, unique, and holistic
understanding of theology, cosmology, and cosmogony. This system is so brilliant that even today it would
not be ashamed to stand shoulder to shoulder with any other system of holistic knowledge. It is so universal,
complete, and holistic by itself. As we already said, it was leaned onto the unified knowledge system inherited
by Alexander the Great who unified Vedic Knowledge of Vedic India with the Egyptian tradition. The
Civilization of Egypt, that was a great civilization indeed, and it was going on for thousands and thousands of
years before the Christ Era … and then, even more, deeper in the past … while legendary continent Atlantis
was still around. That also includes the knowledge about Enlightenment and higher states of consciousness,
and that knowledge was quite an important part of the system. Actually, that was the most important part. A
huge amount of that precious knowledge was hidden for a long time in the treasury of the Egyptian
priesthood, who, in some moment, declined from God and started to hide everything from Humanity. 4 It is a
great pleasure of mine to announce that we are just about to open this treasury and all the knowledge of the
past will be released … and all the secrets will be totally exposed …

3 It is only the deviation of the present time that we have established such a system of health care that will promote diseases. This is
typical deviation connected with Vaishya consciousness and with Capitalism, where more diseases mean … more money to be earned.

4 This is where the story about the Illuminati gang originates, from the Egyptian priesthood, who declined from God. They preferred to

call themselves this way, and the meaning is … The Enlightened Ones … Their agenda is to keep Humanity detached from any
knowledge which supposedly would enable establishment in higher states of consciousness, and what would release humans from the
bondage of the Karma Law. In order to accomplish this agenda, they will corrupt everything whatever is related to higher states of
consciousness. Under the cover of darkness of the Kali Yuga and the Middle Age, Humanity has undergone one of the darkest scenarios
possible. But this game is over long ago, we are on the bright side already, and such shadowy murky creatures are not possible to be
among us anymore.
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Actually, Hermeticism was supposed to be the underlying system for every religion. It had the ambition to
unify religions and to finally offer an ideal of every religion, what every religion is supposed to be. Because, if
we analyze the very name … RELIGION … then we see it comes from the Latin word … RELIGARE … or … RELIGARE … and the meaning is … TO RECONNECT … TO CONNECT AGAIN … To reconnect what with what? Or,
whom with whom? There is only one real and authentic meaning … TO RECONNECT THE MAN WITH ITS OWN
SOURCE … And what is the Source? The Source is … The Pure Consciousness … The Unified Field … The God …
The Brahman … The Creator … or whatever name we want to use.
And this is exactly where we see another signature of John the Baptist. He established a unique system of
knowledge capable to offer realization and liberation for Humanity. But what happened? This knowledge was
suppressed very soon. We should always have in mind this is a very, very dark era of world ages when there is
scarcity of of light, and every knowledge system is so easy to be destroyed or scattered by dark forces,
negatives, who are enjoying and rejoicing their time very much.
Anyhow, though suppressed for some time, this knowledge would find a way and became the lighthouse in
the time of the Middle Age and the Renaissance. The time of Renaissance is the time when Iron Age, the
darkness, was fading out and a new thirst for knowledge occurred stronger than ever before, and this
knowledge was there right away on that spot, in that very appropriate moment when it was needed.
We should also have in mind that John the Baptist and Jesus did not come right in the most negative point of
the negative cycle, the Iron Age, how they did call this age at that time, or Kali Yuga, how we call it in Vedic
Science. They came a little bit earlier to the negative peak. Then their appearance was still somehow possible.
The real negative peak of the Iron Age occurred about 400-500 C.E. That was the time when some weird
branch of Christianity suppressed all other branches. That was the time when real knowledge was outlawed,
and only dogma and ignorance prevailed. But that negative peak has gone also, and we are not in Dark Age
any more, every day there is much more light all around us, and soon there will not be any dark niche, not
even the slightest shadow, for negatives to hide around. Only light … light of Ether-Akasha … will be
prevailing.
So now, as the ending point, as we see that Leonardo actually does narrate the real story of the Bible, just to
mention again this very famous masterpiece of Leonardo … named … The Last Supper. It was already
mentioned in this serial before, but let’s say a few additional words.

The picture is taken from LeonardoDaVinci.net
http://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-last-supper.jsp
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In fact, I do not want to go very deep into it right now. Because, many things have already been exposed
about this work through media and movies, and I elaborated on it extensively in some previous episodes of
this serial. There are many alternative explanations of the meaning, and they are more or less true. They need
to be taken into account as well, as we follow the previously exposed logic that Leonardo is narrating the real
and the true Biblical story. But if we follow the logic of Leonardo that no any painting of himself is carrying a
proper name … then … this is not the last supper. This is actually the celebration feast arranged along with the
birth of Child of Jesus and Mary Magdalene, his wife, partner, and companion. This is about the birth of
Judah, the son of Jesus and Mary Magdalene.
I left something very special to be exposed as a real ending point of this essay. Now we know for sure that
Leonardo is narrating the true Biblical story, but one question definitely remained unanswered. Who was
Leonardo himself? In this story, I already have mentioned that he himself, in one of his previous incarnations,
was actually … the Jesus himself. After all, this is what Leonardo explicitly said to us along with his entire
tremendous scientific and artistic work. That means, he, Leonardo, is the Vishnu Avatar by himself. Well then,
if this is the case, his natal chart should be traceable, just the same as in all other cases. Is that the case? If we
apply official date of birth of Leonardo … April 15, 1.452. … then Jagannatha Hora Jyotish software doesn’t
show any significant clue that could possibly be his natal chart. Of course, immediately I applied CancerKarkha lagna-ascendant, as it should always be with Avatar Vishnu incarnations. Everybody can check that. If
there is no connection of the natal chart with the reality, that means only one thing. Something is wrong with
this date. This is not the right birth date of Leonardo. This is nothing new actually. Almost all dates so far were
proved to be wrong.
Then, by playing little bit and searching … I stumbled on the proper date. He was born on … July 14, 1.454 C.E.,
at 4.12 AM LMT.
Here is the natal chart …

The natal chart of Leonardo (above). The Dasha planetary periods system (below).
Done by the use of Jagannatha Hora freeware software, Version 8.0.
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Well, just to mention, finding this natal chart and the true moment of Leonardo’s birth along with, was not an
easy job at all. Of course, advanced knowledge of Jyotish was needed, but above everything else, one was
supposed to understand the true History flow. I already have mentioned that around 700 B.C.E. the Kali Yuga
started, and the Cosmic Order on Earth collapsed as well. Things went upside down.
The story that this natal chart exposes is absolutely amazing. Immediately we notice Rahu and Moon-Chandra
conjunction, which gives indication of strong psychic abilities possession, and big self-expressive power.
Shukra-Venus and Mercury-Budha in the twelfth will drastically increase the imaginative power. Mars-Mangal
is very strong in the tenth as being in the own house and having full mutual seventh drishti-aspect of the
same degree from exalted Saturn-Sani from the fourth house. Therefore, technical engineering is indicated.
Jupiter-Guru is there in the tenth conjoining Mars-Mangal, so it gives an indication that his job environment
will include some deep spiritual background. Jupiter-Guru is the Atmakaraka and it is placed in the sixth house
Navamsa, and that indicates a lot of troubles and challenges during the entire life. That would indicate ill
health but that was somehow compensated by the good position of Sun-Surya and Moon-Chandra along with
some other factors. Therefore, he was probably not diseased very much by himself, but he researched
diseases profoundly and he knew about medicine more than any medicine expert at that time. But this
position also indicates that his life was in danger many times, and he was definitely driven through countless
dangerous and life threatened situations. After all, the Lagna-Ascendant lays in Punarvasu Nakshatra ruled by
Jupiter-Guru, so this planet becomes incredibly important. Surya is in the first house indicating the strong ego
and the powerful will-power, but the help and the support from the father side as well. Indeed, even though
he had a lot of friction with his father, Leonardo was supported by him very much.
Based on this natal chart I would say his mother could have been anything else than “unimportant ignorant
peasant”, as official sources reports. Position of Saturn-Sani would provoke early separation from mother
when Leonardo was about two and half years of age, I would say. She had her own problems, this is true, and
she spent some time abroad, or in prison or any other kind of isolation. It can be that isolation was abroad as
well. Mother was very smart actually, and it seems to me she was involved in some kind of fighting. From
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another source I learned that her name was … Caterina ..., and it seems, at the end of her life, in the year
1.493 C.E., she joined Leonardo, who was taking care of her all until her death in 1.494 C.E.
Well, the full reading of that natal chart, and the true deep analysis, I will live to Jyotish experts to accomplish.
It is very complex indeed, and it would take a long time and many words to explain everything.
The intention of this text is not to give all answers. Leonardo’s work is too complex. However, Biblical themes
are very complex as well. Maybe all that what was exposed along with this essay, is just some contemplation
of mine … Or, was it a dream? I do not know ...
The End

NOTE: This essay, just like all other essays in this serial, they are devoted to finding some higher spiritual and
universal truths. This can possibly help in finding, reshaping, and modeling the individual truth of everybody
who is touching it. If you did find something to be interesting and useful in any way, please do not hesitate to
visit
the
corner
called
...
Contributions
and
Donations
...,
on
the
website
...
https://deconstructingtheillusion.com/ ..., in order to make your own mark there. One-click or two can change
many things. The research, which is going on along with this serial, is just like a never-ending story. Any
donation is very welcome and can provide researches to be continued on a comfortable basis.
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